FURTHER
READING

PIRATES

Small Saul by Ashley Spires. When Small Saul joins the crew it
doesn't take long for the other pirates to notice something is very different
about this tiny fellow. Will this little pirate find his place aboard or will he
be forced to walk the plank? Small Saul's high-seas adventure is a lighthearted celebration of individuality and being true to one's self.

Shiver Me Letter by June Sobel. Having decided that R is not
enough for them, a bumbling band of pirates sets sail on a quest to
capture the rest of the alphabet.

Brickbeard’s Treasure by Hannah Dolan. This book introduces Captain
Brickbeard's ship, his trusted crew, and his adventures to find and protect his
treasure.

The Pirate Pig? by Cornelia Funke. On Butterfly Island, sailor Stout Sam
and his deckhand Pip must rescue their treasure-sniffing pig from nasty pirate
Barracuda Bill.

The Treasure of Barracuda by Llanos Campos. When a group of
pirates discover a book written by another pirate, they must all learn to read if
they want to uncover the clues that will lead them to hidden treasures.

A Pirate’s Guide to First Grade by James Preller. On the first day
of first grade, an imaginative young pirate and his crew find treasures
abound at school, from boarding a big yellow "boat" and plank walking at
recess to exploring pages of treasure at the library.
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FURTHER
READING

Pirates Love Underpants by Claire Freedman. A ship full of
underpants-loving pirates goes on a quest for the fabled Pants of Gold.

IMAGINATION

The Most Magnificent Thing by Ashley Spires. A little girl has a
wonderful idea. With the help of her canine assistant, she is going to make
the most magnificent thing! She knows just how it will look. She knows just
how it will work. But making the most magnificent thing turns out to be
harder than she thinks.

Not a Box by Antoinette Portis. To an imaginative bunny, a box is not
always just a box.

Buddy and Earl by Maureen Fergus. Buddy the dog and Earl the
hedgehog become friends when Buddy's owner brings Earl home.

Journey by Aaron Becker. Follow a girl on an elaborate flight of fancy
in a wondrously illustrated, wordless picture book about selfdetermination and unexpected friendship.

Beekle by Dan Santat. An imaginary friend waits a long time to be
imagined by a child and given a special name, and finally does the
unimaginable — he sets out on a quest to find his perfect match in the real
world.
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SOCCER

Soccer by Hugh Hornby. Examine all aspects of the game of soccer: its
history, rules, techniques, tactics, equipment, playing fields, competitive play,
and more.

Soccer Hour by Carol Nevius. Pictures and rhyming text describe
the drills and scrimmages of a team at soccer practice.

Maisy Plays Soccer by Lucy Cousins. Maisy and her friends enjoy
a game of soccer.

Soccer on Sunday by Mary Pope Osbourne. Jack and Annie search for
the fourth secret of greatness for Merlin the Magician in Mexico City at the
1970 World Cup Games. They hope to learn something new from soccer
player great, Pele.

Dino-Soccer by Lisa Wheeler. Plant-eating dinosaurs face meateating dinosaurs in a soccer match.
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